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In sensory trials involving large numbers of products, there are two operational constraints,
which limit the choice of design.  On the one hand, the assessor constraint sets a maximum
number of products, which an assessor can evaluate within a session, before onset of sensory
fatigue.  On the other hand, the preparation constraint sets a maximum number of products
that can be prepared for a given session, without loss of experimental control, e.g. during
cooking.  It is usually the assessor constraint which is the more limiting.

In much of the sensory literature, such trials are designed as simple incomplete blocks, in
which all assessors evaluate a common subset of samples at each session, with the number of
samples in the subset being determined solely by reference to the assessor constraint.  This
approach seriously limits the possibilities for product intercomparison. We have advocated an
alternative approach, using nested incomplete block designs, which recognises and exploits
the preparation constraint, in order to provide for many more possibilities of sample
intercomparison.  It is in this context that we discuss opportunities for selective emphasis of
particular pairwise contrasts.

The choice of an adequate design plan for such an experiment also depends heavily on the
relationships between the products in the trial and the corresponding product comparisons,
which are of particular interest. The relative importance of particular product comparisons
will vary widely between trials. In the simplest case, all product comparisons are of equal
importance. Designs that are appropriate for this case are balanced or partially balanced
designs, in which all pair-wise product comparisons are estimated with equal precision.  On
the other hand, if particular product contrasts are of higher importance than others, balanced
designs do not reflect these different priorities.  A design is required which provides higher
precision estimates for the crucial product comparisons, at the expense of the comparisons of
lesser interest, which will be estimated with lower precision.

One situation where there is special interest in a subset of product contrasts arises when
control products are included in the trial. This may be the case, for example, when the current
product is included as a control, to be evaluated alongside a series of test products, which
represent particular modifications. In these studies, the main aim is to estimate contrasts
between control and test products, in order to identify which of the test products performs
better than, or as well as, the current product, thus supporting possible changes to future
production.

In other cases, one or more control products may be included routinely in a series of related
sensory studies, as reference products, which provide a basis for comparison of results across
studies.



A control product may also be specifically included in a sensory study in order to assist the
panel, by providing them with a calibration standard. This may be presented as an 'open'
control at the start of the session, and in certain circumstances may also be presented under
code as a 'blind' control. The use of such calibration controls is primarily directed at
comparison of assessor performance rather than product properties, and is outside the scope
of this paper.

When a control product is evaluated alongside a range of test products, the main interest is
generally in comparing the control product(s) with the remaining test products, and there is
usually only secondary interest in comparing the test products with each other. Effectively the
set of available products is considered to be structured into two groups, a test group and a
control group. Designs are needed which reflect this group structure, by giving higher and
ideally equal precision for those comparisons of key interest (test v control), and lower but
again ideally equal precision for those comparisons of lesser interest (test v test, or control v
control).

Generally, in sensory experiments involving multiple sessions, resolvable crossover block
designs are used in order to accommodate the effects of assessor, serving order and carry-
over. The main focus in this paper is on treatment vs. control designs in multi-session trials,
which include preparation constraints. Such designs can be constructed via an adaptation of
the three-step procedure (Deppe et al, 2001).

The treatment vs. control structure can be included at two alternative stages of this procedure.
If a very high level of control replication is feasible, each assessor may evaluate the control
product at every session, in which case it is Step 2, the panel design, which needs to be
modified.  If such a high replication of the control product is undesirable or impossible
because there is insufficient control product available, the treatment vs. control design may
be introduced into Step 1, the preparation design.

A large number of construction methods for treatment vs. control designs are given in the
literature (see the review paper by Majumdar, 1996), and these can be used to create either
the preparation design or the panel design. However, appropriate designs may not necessarily
exist for the required number of products, assessors, sessions and servings per session.
Alternatively, the algorithm from Jones and Eccleston (1980) can be used to create treatment
vs. control designs for use as preparation designs in the adapted three-step procedure.

In other sensory trials, some or all of the products may have a factorial structure. This may be
the case, for example, when sensory profiling is used to explore formulation or process
differences in product development/optimization experiments, or to investigate temperature,
time, and packaging in storage or shelf-life testing. In these factorial studies, interest is
mostly focussed on main effects and first-order interactions, while higher-order interactions
are usually disregarded. There are many different scenarios for the inclusion of control
products in factorial designs, and they may be included either within or outside the factorial
structure. The specific contrasts, which are of interest to the sensory scientist will differ from
case to case, and will determine the actual form of the design. As in the non-factorial case,
the general method of the modified three-step procedure can again be used to create efficient
designs for multi-session trials having preparation constraints. The specific factorial structure
can be incorporated into Step 1 of the procedure, the preparation design.



Whilst it is difficult to give a general algorithm for all conceivable factorial situations,
example designs are given which highlight the improved precision that can be achieved by
the use of tailor-made design plans.
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